PRICE LIST

OUR MOST POPULAR PACKAGES!
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REAL TIME, SHORT FORM LEADS
IMAGINE being able to connect with pre-qualified prospects within moments of them steppingup to say they’re interested in learning more about starting a home business!
What makes these leads so effective is that that when an individual completes the contact form,
prior to being redirected to a website, we collect their information in our database. Then, within One
(1) Minute, we send it to you as a Real Time Short Form Lead.
The fact that these leads are delivered to you immediately means they’re interested right now!
They’ve just visited a home business website and the information is still fresh in their minds.
This extra attention to detail is what consistently makes our REAL TIME SHORT FORM LEADS
some of the best performing leads we offer.
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REAL TIME, TELEPHONE INTERVIEWED LEADS
Each one of these Telephone Interviewed Leads has had a personal conversation with someone
on our call center verification staff to confirm that they are actually interested in a Home-Based
Business.
You also receive their answers to these important SURVEY QUESTIONS:
• The #1 reason I am looking for a home-based business is ______:
• If I like the information I receive, I want to get started when ______:
• In choosing the right business, the most important aspect of the company is ______:
• How much money does it take to start a legitimate home based business? ______
Then you get the lead. How effective could you be calling Leads as Pre-Qualified as THAT!?!

FRESH TELEPHONE INTERVIEWED LEADS [0-48 hrs old]
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REAL TIME, INVESTMENT & TIME QUALIFIED LEADS
These leads cost a little more… and they are worth it!
That’s because each of these leads has been interviewed by a member of our verification staff to
determine whether they are able and willing to make a financial investment of at least $100… AND
they are willing to commit to at least 5 to 10 hours a week to work a home business where they can
earn $500 to $1000 a month.
These pre-qualified prospects are actively seeking a home business and have been primed for you.
They’re expecting a phone call and are prepared to hear what you’ve got.
At this point, it is ONLY a matter of whether they like YOU and the business opportunity you present
to them.
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LOCAL AREA CODE LEADS [24hrs old]
GET LOCAL, PRE-QUALIFIED PROSPECTS DELIVERED DIRECTLY TO YOU
IN ANY GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF YOUR CHOICE!
This only seems TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE... until you SEE how it works.
Then it makes PERFECT SENSE! IMAGINE being able to hand-select up to 5 telephone area
codes as your targeted local area. Then, receiving as many pre-qualified prospects as you want.
These leads are ALL people who have ‘raised their hands’ to show they are interested in a HomeBased Business.
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CLICKS TO YOUR WEBSITE
All traffic to your website is NOT created equal.
Get great results with our “TIER 1”, USA Only, Targeted Traffic.
You already KNOW that your success in online marketing lives or dies with the traffic that sees your
offer. It’s like that old computer term: G.I.G.O, which stands for Garbage In, Garbage Out.
It doesn’t matter how great your offer is… IF you are putting it in front of the WRONG PEOPLE.
Because we here at Lead Power have a proven track record with over 20 years of impressive
results, we are able to provide EXACTLY what you need – the highest quality traffic, at intensely
competitive prices.
The simple truth is… THIS is the very BEST TRAFFIC you can get.
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